LP4Y DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS
March 2020 - August 2020
Life Project 4 Youth is accompanying Young adults in danger in urban slums and rural poverty zones of the Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam, Myanmar, Bangladesh, India and Nepal.

Since 2009
+3,100 Youth followed LP4Y pedagogy
80% of them found a decent job and broke the cycle of poverty.

LP4Y presentation in video
WHO ARE LP4Y YOUTH?

YOUTH

living in extreme poverty, differently abled, orphans, victims of domestic violence, Young mothers, in prison or ex-prisoners, migrants and refugees...

MOTIVATION

of the Youth is the first criteria to integrate an LP4Y training center
Life Project 4 Youth

Missions since 10 years

LP4Y is 100% dedicated to the integration of excluded Young adults with 3 missions:

TO ADVOCATE: on behalf of Young adults who are victims of exclusion.

TO ACCOMPANY excluded Young adults towards social and professional integration through entrepreneurship.

TO ENCOURAGE all entrepreneurial initiatives in favor of vulnerable Youth (coaches training, companies and NGOs networks, LP4Y Lab, ...).

In the field, LP4Y sets up Life Project Centers and Green Villages in poverty zones. The Young adults daily follow the Professional Training for Entrepreneurs to build their professional project, recover self-confidence and acquire employability skills. At the end of the program of 3 or 9 months, they have the keys to find and keep a decent job, and therefore improve their life conditions and those of their family.

See the latest Annual Report here
During this global crisis, LP4Y chose to continue its mission and to stand by the 700 Youth currently in the programs and by all those who need support, now more than ever.
Youth living in extreme poverty zones are even more vulnerable and facing lack of opportunities during this sanitarian crisis and lockdown situation.

Food shortage, job losses, inflation, shut down of the informal economy representing the daily living of millions of people and insalubrious living environment incompatible with social distancing: the early stages of a major humanitarian crisis?

Together, we chose to prevent those families from becoming collateral damages of this crisis by continuing our mission on the field.
COVID-19

Actions taken to answer emergency needs

On March 14th, decision to stop the activities on site following the safety rules in each country/city. **Full commitment & flexibility** from the LP4Y Catalysts who chose to stay close to the Youth and support them and their communities.

**Weekly Allowance**

Young adults accompanied and their families receive money to afford food, hygiene and medicine during the crisis. They were already living with less than 1.50€/day. With job losses of their siblings and prices flash, this allowance becomes the only and last source of revenue for all the family.

**Ecosystem Mobilization**

LP4Y is playing crossing point role regarding **awareness raising** for people who do not have access to official information and living in more at-risk areas. In collaboration with dedicated stakeholders, Catalysts and Youth participated to **community actions** to help the most in-need.

**Digital Pedagogy**

LP4Y decided to boost the development of an e-learning platform. Every Youth is followed-up to keep on learning, working on his/her life project, and preparing a better future.
1/ All the centers were equipped of masks for the Youth and for the Catalysts, hand sanitizers and thermometer at the very beginning of the crisis.

2/ Once a week, the Young adults came one by one to LP4Y with strict respect of safety and hygiene guidelines to receive their allowance, exceptionally including the needs of the family. Every Youth fills a budget slip thanks to which the coach can verify the needs and share the crisis funds policies.

3/ The STARS, alumni of LP4Y program, could benefit from special crisis funds in case they lost their jobs and could not afford basic needs during the crisis.

4/ The test phase of the e-learning platform Digital Inc. was accelerated so that the Youth can keep on working and being empowered despite the lockdown.

To provide this help to the Youth, LP4Y had to raise crisis funds.
**IMPACT**

**Total beneficiaries of crisis funds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Youth enrolled financially accompanied</th>
<th>STARS alumni &amp; drop-out financially accompanied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct Beneficiaries:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Direct Beneficiaries:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510 Young adults enrolled</td>
<td>429 Young adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indirect Beneficiaries:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indirect Beneficiaries:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,060 persons impacted</td>
<td>2,574 persons impacted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(average of 6 members per family)</td>
<td>(average of 6 members per family)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total of Young adults financially accompanied:**

939 (58% women)

**Total Beneficiaries of the emergency financial help during 2 months:**

5,634

Apart from the financial support, Life Project 4 Youth accompanied and morally supported 1,532 **Young adults** thanks to special working groups created to follow-up the Stars and the Young adult we had lose contact with (Task force Stars mobilization and Reconnect). Please have a look and the [LP4Y Statement](#).
85% of tomorrow’s jobs do not exist yet (Dell and Institute For the Future, 2017)
Access to internet, access to a computer, access to digital skills are essential for a sustainable inclusion.

➔ e-learning
➔ career management
➔ networking and chat
➔ Talent management

During the crisis, LP4Y accelerated the development of Digital Inc. The first test phase was a success, and the platform will be launched in November 2020.

Achievements
109 trainings created
38 Youth testing the platform
25 Catalysts and 15 corporates involved in the content creation

The pedagogy has been adapted to the crisis apart from Digital Inc.:
- Individual calls with the coach
- Daily trainings sent by whatsapp or printed for Youth with no mobile
- intercountries video conferences (collective guidances, best practices intercenters)
- Mock interviews by Catalysts and corporates

Individual talks by phone with the Youth of the Life Project Center Howrah, Kolkata, India
COMMUNITY

WHEN THE YOUTH BECOME CATALYSTS OF CHANGE

MOBILIZATION TASK FORCE
A special task force implemented to enable the Youth to take part to actions on the field.

→ Participation to local initiatives
LP4Y Youth and Catalysts supported local communities in slums of Kathmandu, Nepal, with a local social club, with distributing 100 food ration kits and 4,400 learning packs for the children of the slums.

→ Mobilization of the ecosystem
A long-term partnership emerged with the UN Development Program in Delhi and 5 LP4Y Youth will take part in a volunteering program to organize workshops that raise awareness about the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

→ New long term partnership
In partnership with the International Labour Organisation, LP4Y in Jakarta will diffuse a survey done by ILO among the LP4Y Youth. Moreover, training by ILO members will be organized in Jakarta Life Project Center.

YOUTH & STARS
from all countries

257 organizations contacted
34 initiatives led
24 Catalysts
23,471 People impacted by the solidarity initiatives implemented
COMMUNITY

WHEN THE YOUTH BECOME CATALYSTS OF CHANGE

FOOD, HYGIENE KIT AND LEARNING PACK DISTRIBUTION

AIIMS
Help Hanoi’s Homeless
FOI Foodbank of Indonesia
शिक्षालय
Nepal Mahila Ekata Samiti
Oasis

AWARENESS RAISE AND SUPPORT TO THE COMMUNITY THROUGH CONNECTING NETWORK

Integrated Volunteer Network (IVN)
GOONJ.. a voice, an effort
Hlaingtharyar Youth Network

LONG TERM PARTNERSHIP

ILO
Human Initiative
koekoetech
make.sense
ETIKA SPIRULINA
UNDP
East
New Humanity
HelpAge International
Save the Children
SANNI FOUNDATION
GreenLobus
When the youth become catalysts of change

**INDIA**
15 initiatives (punctual and regular) including:
- Food distribution
- Raising awareness actions
- Volunteering in the community
- Youth in action

**NEPAL**
10 initiatives including:
- Food distribution
- Packing of learning for children's in need education
- Raising communication through social media

**INDONESIA**
5 initiatives including:
- Food distribution
- Packing of masks
- Trainings with ILO

**VIETNAM**
1 initiative with one order of bread for donation purpose

**PHILIPPINES**
3 initiatives including:
- Food distribution
- Mobilization after Tondo’s fire
- Strengthening the ecosystem

**MYANMAR & BANGLADESH**
- Strengthening of the ecosystem
- Youth in action

**NEPAL**
- Food distribution
- Raising communication through social media

**NEPAL**
- Food distribution
- Raising awareness actions
- Volunteering in the community
- Youth in action
LP4Y STORIES

New concept enhancing communication, team spirit and spreading the voices of Youth and Catalysts: have a look here!

- Articles written by Youth and Catalysts
- Videos shot on the field
- Expression of art and hobbies
- Sharing of ideas and best practices during the lockdown period
- Professional interactions

COMMUNITY

When the youth become catalysts of change

Motivated!
Discover the strong motivation of Shabana Shaikh to come in LP4Y, that she explains to her Coach...

What do I see from my room?
Discover the point of view of Sudipta from her rooftop, where she stand to get some fresh air...

Thank you LP4Y for having changed my life
Jitendra was passionate about learning English during his LP4Y experience. He achieved to...

Getting to know each other
Sabiria, from GV Kathmandu, and Indira from GV Raipur, have a lot of things to discuss about!

My Life Project Plan - Honey Jean Bagting
Honey Jean Bagting, 19yo, Autonomy stop Life Project Center Cagayan de Oro...

My Life Project Plan - Tway Tar La Min
Now, LP4Y made me discover who I really am, what I want, and most of all, LP4Y gives me an...
Thanks to partners’ exceptional support, LP4Y could accompany the Youth during the crisis without jeopardizing the going back to current activity after lockdown.

→ **Reopening** of all centers and programs
→ **Full job search program** for the Managers and Stars
→ **Study of the global job market after the crisis** and adaptation of the pedagogy to guarantee the Youth’s integration
→ **Implementation of the Green Village Pedagogy 2.0** developed during the crisis in all Green Villages.
→ **Global launch of Digital Inc.** in November meaning the integration of the platform use in the daily pedagogy and the mobilization of the Stars in the creation of content and sharing of best practices about the job market.
→ **Creation of LP4Y** in Lebanon and other Asian countries
→ **Development of the LAB** in suburbs of Paris and New York

⇒ And so many other exciting projects for the professional and social insertion of excluded Young adults all over the world!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

FINANCIAL PARTNERS

PARTNERS WHO RAISED EXCEPTIONAL FUNDS FOR THE YOUTH DURING COVID-19, THANK YOU

[Logos of various financial partners]
THANK YOU TO ALL THE PRIVATE DONORS, FUNDRAISING EVENTS INITIATORS WHO STAND BY THE YOUTH FROM EUROPE, US AND ASIA

Dîner solidaire le mardi 7 Avril 2020 / COVID19

Un dîner solidaire,
chaque chez soi, mais tous en même temps,
le Mardi 7 Avril prochain.

Dans ce contexte, nous ne pouvons pas manquer à dîner chez soi, ni aller au restaurant entre amis ou en famille. Nous vous proposons d’offrir le mardi 2020 à 17h00 les plus démunis, tout en participant une soiree solidaire en famille.

Sports Challenge for LP4Y
#UPinlockDOWN

Solidarity events in Brussels, Luxembourg, London, New York, Lille, Lyon, Paris and Nice